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This thesis tries to reappear the ritualistic view of Xitou Xiacuo village by 
discussing the Muniangsheng, Sailongzhou and Shidingjiu. During these ceremonies, 
how do the literature and ceremonies affect the history of a family construction? What 
do influence the establishment of the literature? How do people take a view on the 
literature? Do they participate in it? The structure of the thesis is as follows. 
The first part is foreword, including some questions, academic history and the 
structure of the thesis. 
The second part consists of some backgrounds of the study place, Xitou Xiacuo 
village and its villagers. 
Then it’s the third part, the faith of Shengmuniangniang and the structure of the 
Wu family’s history. It comprises the Shengmuniangniang in the official and folk 
literature and the legendary gods and ancestors. 
The ceremony of celebrating the birthday of Shengmuniangniang and the 
history of Shengmuniangniang’s temple comprise chapter four. 
The fifth part contains Shidingjiu and Sailongzhou. 
The conclusion comes last and the limitations of thesis will be pointed out. 
Literature and ceremony not only play an important role in the folk godly life ,but also 
promote the lineage-making. 
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